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Rejected stone becomes the cornerstone 
 
There must be something wrong with the characters in the parable we just heard – there’s something 
about them that’s hard to accept. The first group of slaves that the landowner sent were murdered, 
and then the landowner responds to the abuse and murder of his slaves by sending still others who 
are treated by these rebellious tenants in the same way. He responds to this further outrage by 
sending his son. But the tenants do to him what they did to the slaves: they murder him. Just see 
what happens next. 
 
The landowner does not seek revenge despite the great harm the tenants do, despite their rebellion 
against his just demands. 
 
The attitude of the tenants is equally hard to accept. Not only do they murder the slaves of the 
landowner without any provocation, but they get it in their heads that if they murder his son, the 
inheritance will be theirs. What sort of lawless world do they think this is that they expect to be 
rewarded with a piece of land for murdering its rightful heir? 
 
Even though there’s something about the characters in today's parable that’s hard to accept, yet it’s 
something that seems all too familiar in our world today. The tenants, rebellious and illogical, could 
reflect a painful resemblance to all of us. For we often make the same mistakes. We think the 
vineyard [the world we live in] belongs to us, to do with as we see fit. So we human beings abuse 
the land, the water, and the air. We seek to control and maintain societies in which a decent life for 
all is not a reality, but at best an ideal. And when the landowner sends his slaves, his prophets, we 
abuse them and murder them. 
 
It must be as painful now to be a prophet as it was back in the OT to speak the Lord’s word, Saint 
Paul was beheaded for his witness to the risen Christ. 
 
The behaviour of the landowner may be hard to accept, but it is not unfamiliar. It is the behaviour of 
our God. God still sends us to proclaim justice for all, and still that message is condemned and 
rejected, or simply difficult to grasp. The landowner/God places more trust in us than the evidence 
warrants, more trust than we deserve. 
 
Now let us look at this story of the rebellious tenants and the long-suffering landowner – how does it 
end? We are offered two conclusions. 
 
The first comes from those who are gathered around Jesus, listening to him. 
 
The horror pierces them to the heart. They cry out that the landowner will put the rebellious tenants to 
death – a miserable death – and will replace them with honest substitutes. This is not the conclusion 
that Jesus endorses. What he says is very different. He reminds his listeners of a verse from the psalms: 
“The stone that the builders rejected has become the cornerstone; this was the Lord’s doing, and it is 
amazing in our eyes.” 
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The rejected stone becomes the cornerstone on which everything else depends; how shocking it is to 
see this! 
 
Those gathered around Jesus who said that the rebellious tenants deserved to die are advocates for 
exclusion and violence – they wanted them to taste their own medicine. This attitude would lead to 
nowhere- and today we still don't get it right, living with an eye for an eye and a tooth for tooth. 
 
If the landowner gives up on the tenants, and claims they are not capable of anything but murder, and 
puts them to death – then it is they, the tenants, who win out in the end. They are dead, to be sure, but 
the landowner has adopted their methods, he has been converted to their murderous habits, and the 
cycle of violence rolls on. 
 
But Jesus offers a different way. He tells us that it is precisely the rejected stone that is necessary, and 
must be the foundation for all the rest. The death and victory of Jesus is the prime example of this. 
Jesus is rejected, betrayed, and abused by those around him. But he becomes the cornerstone for a 
creation rebuilt from the ground up. 
 
We are more connected with everyone than we find it comfortable to admit; after all we were all 
created in the image of God. Here is how Jesus puts it: the rejected stone becomes the cornerstone.  
 
How will you and I put this truth into practice, not simply in what we say, but in how we live? 
We might start by recognizing that whomever we call an enemy comes to us bearing a gift. Each 
enemy comes to us bearing some broken, rejected part of ourselves.  
 
By accepting that enemy, we accept back that part of ourselves.  
 
By continuing to reject that enemy, we remain in a fragmented state inside.  
 
Acceptance of our enemy means we are changed and so is our enemy, for together both are propelled 
toward a new and unexpected creation. 
 
Amen. 
 

_____________________________ 


